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Compared to traditional whiteboards, the i3BOARD includes several unique features. 

The precise and reliable V-Sense touch technology recognizes both stylus and finger touch and allows for multi-user interaction.

www.i3-meeting.com
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i3BOARD

RELIABLE MULTI-TOUCH
Our i3BOARDS are equipped with V-Sense technology, which means sensors are located in the entire frame of the board that allow 

for precise and fast tracking of touches. The intuitive touch management with multi-touch technology allows up to 10 simultaneous 

touches and includes an accurate motion detection: use two fingers to rotate, maximize or minimize objects on the board. i3BOARD 

recognizes the most common gestures. To write, you can use your finger, a stylus or any other finger-shaped object.

OPTIMIZED SCREEN QUALITY
i3BOARD has the ideal projection surface thanks to the i3 DUO SURFACE: it minimizes glare in order to eliminate hotspots and reduce 

visual strain and eye fatigue. The surface also minimizes reflection to provide excellent visibility.

PERFECTLY DRY-ERASABLE
The i3 DUO SURFACE is easily dry-erasable and prevents ghosting. This occurs when the surface of the whiteboard is not completely 

erased, thus leaving marks and stains, which leads to an illegible surface. In case of a power interruption, or depending on the meeting 

situation, you can use a regular whiteboard marker. 

COST-EFFECTIVE MATERIAL
i3BOARD has a sleek design thanks to its ultra-narrow aluminium frame and durable enamelled steel surface which is dust and 

damage resistant. The easy maintenance and lifetime warranty on the i3 DUO SURFACE lower the total costs of ownership. The 

durable lifetime warranty enamelled steel surfaces are at home in harsh environments. All i3BOARDS include a standard wall mount.

SIZE MATTERS
i3-Technologies introduced the world's first 135" interactive whiteboard. Thanks to multi-touch technology, multiple users can use 

the board simultaneously. The huge writing surface allows users to open different windows next to each other without having to 

compromise on visibility.

Learn more about i3BOARD and the rest of the i3 product line? Visit www.i3-meeting.com4
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i3BOARD 135” DUO Surface
WORLD’S LARGEST INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARD, BECAUSE SIZE MATTERS

• Screen size: huge writing surface for improved visibility 

• Multi-window: open different windows next to each other on the screen without compromising on visibility 

• Multi-user: true collaboration; fully enjoy the 10-touch functionality while working with different users on one surface

 

V-SENSE

PRECISE AND RELIABLE 10-TOUCH

• Multi-user interaction up to 10 simultaneous touches

• Fast and extremely accurate

• Stylus & finger touch recognition

i3 DUO SURFACE

SOLVES VISIBILITY AND GLARE ISSUES

• Perfectly dry-erasable with reduced ghosting 

(common marks from erasing)

• Minimal reflection which eliminates the need to darken the room 

• Ideal projection surface with minimal glare which reduces hotspots and 

visual fatigue

77"

77" - 6 touch

87"

87" - 6 touch

87" - 10 touch DUO

100"

100" - 10 touch DUO

135"

135" - 10 touch DUO

MODELS



i3MEETINGHUB
NEXT GENERATION COLLABORATION SUITE
i3MEETINGHUB was developed based on the input and the needs of both professional and occasional 

meeting organizers. It integrates the fundamental features from analog traditional presentation tools into 

an intuitive user interface without losing their functionalities.

JOIN NOW

IT'S FREE
REGISTER AT

www.i3meetinghub.com

Learn more about i3BOARD and the rest of the i3 product line? Visit www.i3-meeting.com6



ULTRA SHORT-THROW PROJECTOR 
WITH OR WITHOUT LAMP
i3PROJECTOR Lamp is a bright ultra short-throw projector that offers multiple features and delivers 

an extremely short throw distance for various applications. i3PROJECTOR DLP is also available with an 

interactive module, which means you can add interactivity to almost any surface. i3PROJECTOR Lampless 

is the next generation projector without lamp which offers numerous improvements over previous 

generations and a significantly lower total cost of ownership.

i3SYNC
PLUG & PLAY WIRELESS PRESENTING TOOL
i3SYNC PRO allows you to share your screen within a second without wires and without installation. 

Whether you are using a desktop, a smartphone, a tablet or even a camera, i3SYNC is OS independent and 

allows any HDMI device to share video and audio in high quality on a large screen.

ACCESSORIES

i3HAWM
MANUAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE WALL MOUNT
In our challenge to offer you the most comfortable and intuitive solution to ensure everyone in the room 

can watch the screen, we have developed the manual i3HAWM wall mount. It allows you to adjust the 

height of your screen vertically in a manual way. It is easy to install and compatible with any interactive 

whiteboard system or touchscreen display.

i3ADD-ON 
MULTIPLE WRITING SURFACES
The hinged i3ADD-ON adds two rotating wings to any board or display to provide more space for persistent 

information written with chalk, dry-erase markers, or attached with pins or magnets – depending on your 

choice or surface options. Alternatively, you can close the side panels to hide or reveal information or to 

protect the interactive whiteboard or LCD display.

i3CONNECT-AND-GO
TRANSFORM YOUR i3BOARD INTO A PLUG & PLAY SOLUTION
Connect this technology bar to your i3BOARD and you are ready to start working. The i3CONNECT-AND-GO 

is an unique all-in-one solution that contains a stand-alone computer, an improved sound system and all 

necessary connections in a compact design. It ends the struggle with cables and separate audio systems, 

and it integrates seamlessly with your i3BOARD.
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Learn more about i3BOARD and the rest of the i3 product line? Visit www.i3-meeting.com8

i3-Technologies is a global company. Every day we gain new impressions about the accelerators behind the shift that is happening in learning and meeting

environments. This shift influences the way we at i3-Technologies think about furniture and technology. And ultimately it drives change and innovation in our designs

and the way we envision our interactive, integrated and inspiring solutions.

In our hyper-connected world, it is only logical that meetings are increasingly taking place on a global level. As a consequence, traditional meetings need to be 

transformed into a global hub for interaction and connectivity, in which both cyberspace, computing devices, and traditional and digital meeting tools blend perfectly 

to enable the optimal interaction experience.

iNTERACTIVE • iNTEGRATED • iNSPIRING
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When crafting tools and products, or delivering know-how to the customer, i3-Technologies integrates 3 principles as the fundament to enable the optimal meeting

and learning environment: interactivity, integration and inspiration. Above this, we cherish 3 design principles to ensure maximal satisfaction of the customer and

minimal impact on the environment: User-based Design, Universal Design for Learning and Cradle-to-Cradle.

At i3-Technologies we aim to stay in touch with our customers’ expectations and objectives by offering fully integrated technology solutions for any learning or 

meeting environment. We strive for a clear communication between people and a smooth synergy with the i3 products.



WWW.I3-TECHNOLOGIES.COM
INFO@I3-TECHNOLOGIES.COM

AUTHORISED RESELLER


